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Pacifica Coastal Cleanups to Follow
Fourth of July Fireworks Revelry
Pacifica Beach Coalition will hit the beaches before high tide rolls in
later tonight and hold a separate cleanup on Saturday morning.
Groups selling fireworks this week will collect fireworks debris on
Thursday morning.

By Gideon Rubin (Open Post) (/users/gideon-rubin)
Updated July 4, 2012 at 1:34 am   

(http://contribute.patch.com/moderation/4791277)

A Pacifica environmental group is taking
measures to reduce the impact of Fourth of July
fireworks remnants on beaches and marine
wildlife.

The Pacifica Beach Coalition is holding a coastal
cleanup at Rockaway Beach on Saturday from 9
to 11 a.m. The group is also organizing an
informal cleanup later tonight, hoping to catch
plastic and cardboard fireworks remnants at
about 10 to 10:30 p.m., before high tide rolls in
and sweeps the debris out to the ocean.

"Firework debris contain toxic chemicals that
leach into the water posing an additional threat
to wildlife," PBC President Lynn Adams said.
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NATIONAL NEWS

Local groups that sell legal fireworks in Pacifica
will hold an organized cleanup Thursday
morning at Linda Mar and Rockaway beaches.

The PBC will participate informally in the
Thursday morning cleanup.  

Such efforts are critical to protecting marine
wildlife, Adams said.

"All the fireworks are very poisonous," she said.
"All that plastic stuff goes into the ocean and
fish ingest it and they die and birds eat it and
they die."

The public is invited to join the PBC for their
Saturday morning cleanup. Those interested in
helping are urged to bring plastic gloves.

Adams said her group is not officially opposed
to Pacifica's policy of selling legal fireworks or
public fireworks shows, but asks that Pacifica
residents to do what they can to protect the
oceans from harmful debris by picking up
fireworks remnants from the beaches and
elsewhere. Fireworks remnants left on the
streets will find their way out into the ocean
waters too, she said.

"I like fireworks and I hope people enjoy
themselves on the Fourth of July, we just want
people to act responsibly," Adams said

"We need everyone to help minimize the harm
of fireworks to the environment."
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Jamie Curcio, who just
returned from
Afghanistan, surprised
his two children Friday
when he jumped out of
the sled at the Newark
show.
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World Against Toys
Causing Harm reveals its
nominees for toys that
should not be in the
hands of children this
holiday season.
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• Reply •

Gideon Rubin •  2 years ago

Cris, I wasn't able to confirm precise details for the Thursday morning
cleanups but the Beach Coalition told me they believe the cleanups start
at 8 or 9 a.m. at both Linda Mar and Rockaway. Thanks for your interest
and thanks for commenting.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Cris •  2 years ago

That stuff needs to get off the beach ASAP. For anyone who can make it,
instead of calling in hungover on the 5th, go down to Linda Mar and help
clean up. Please be responsible.
Is there a link to the organised cleanup on Thursday?

 △ ▽  
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